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ABOUT US

MyTyles is an Online Retailer in the tiling industry based out of Bangalore, India. The first Indian tile company to offer 
tiles in both online and offline stores, transparency, variety, and perseverance form the backbone of our organisation. 
Bringing together a wide range of imported and homegrown tiles from the finest manufacturers across the globe has al-
lowed us to cater to the needs of a modern homeowner.

Since 2016, we have been committed to a vision of a world where Indian consumers can shop for tiles from the comfort 
of wherever they are over taps and clicks. Showcasing little known, historical, ethnic and trending items together under 
one brand name is only the first step in that direction.
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The incorporation of spiritual motifs into pooja room tiles offers a profound way to 
infuse the space with meaning and symbolism. From ancient symbols to modern 
interpretations, each motif carries unique energy and significance. By creating a 
sacred sanctuary that resonates with personal beliefs and values, individuals can 
find peace and solace in their spiritual practice. Explore the diverse range of 

modern pooja room tiles with MYTYLES.

In every culture and tradition, symbols hold profound meaning, representing 
spiritual beliefs, values, and aspirations. Are you going to design pooja rooms and 

for it, find the best options for your sacred space?

 Then you can incorporate these spiritual motifs into your pooja room tiles. They 
can elevate the ambience and deepen the sense of connection with the divine. 
From ancient symbols to modern interpretations, the possibilities are endless for 

creating a sacred sanctuary that resonates with the soul.

Symbols have long been used as a means of communication with the divine and 
as tools for meditation and contemplation. In Hinduism, for example, the Om 
symbol represents the primordial sound of the universe and is often used as a 
mantra during meditation. Similarly, the lotus flower symbolises purity, 

enlightenment, and spiritual awakening.
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By incorporating these symbols into pooja room tiles, you can create a space that 
honours your spiritual tradition. Also, this place will serve as a source of inspiration 
and guidance in your spiritual journey. Whether through intricate designs or subtle 
embellishments, each symbol carries its unique energy and significance. Thus, 

they enrich the spiritual experience of those who enter the sacred space.

In recent years, there has been a resurgence of interest in ancient symbols and 
their relevance in contemporary spiritual practice. For this, you can use the sacred 
geometry of the Sri Yantra or the intricate patterns of mandalas. These symbols 
offer a timeless wisdom that transcends cultural boundaries and speaks to the 

universal truths of existence.

 Besides, incorporating these ancient symbols into these tiles can help you 
connect with the wisdom of the past. These symbols are space that feels both 
modern and timeless. So, whether used as focal points or as subtle accents, these 
symbols can infuse the pooja room with a sense of reverence and sacredness, 

inviting contemplation and reflection.

Incorporating spiritual motifs into these tiles is not just about aesthetics. They 
create a sacred sanctuary where you can connect with the divine and find peace 

and solace in your spiritual practice.
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Follow Us

https://www.facebook.com/mytylesindia
https://instagram.com/mytylesindia

https://www.linkedin.com/company/mytyles/
https://youtube.com/@mytyles



CONTACT US
91-7625094292
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